SOCIAL INCLUSION OPPORTUNITIES

INTANGIBLE HERITAGE

collection of ideas
KD LEGENDE - THE WALKS WITH THE LEGENDS

NGO Legends (KD Legende) is a small creative organization, which is engaging with
interpretation, promotion and education of cultural and also natural heritage. With our
projects and educational activities, we want to raise awareness of the importance of
maintaining heritage.
Last year they started with The walks with Legends in Obsotelje and Kozjansko region.
On these walks they tell local folk tales and myths, which they connect with general
information of the place (history, geography, ethnology, archaeology...). They are guides
and also storytellers. So far, they have three one-hour long walks, which are taking
place in two small towns: Šmarje pri Jelšah and Kozje. Some of the walks are intended
for children and families (as walk Pravljično Šmarje / Fairytale Šmarje), some of them
for adults and children older than 10 years (walk Kdo straši v Šmarju? / Who is
frightening people of Šmarje?). In this sense they are promoting and keeping alive local
folk tales, which otherwise could be forgotten.
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Their walks can be
interesting to include
different disadvantaged
groups, because in one
walk more people can
be storytellers. It is
interesting
for
the
guests, that they have
more storytellers and
different interpretations
of the stories.

Children and youth, which have problems during growing up, and also unemployed
and other adults from social minorities can with storytelling and performing improve
their communication skills, creative thinking, public appearance, also self-confidence,
gain (working) experiences, and are thus more integrated into the local society. As is
already known, storytelling positively affects the person telling the story, because in the
tale he is emphasizing what is important to him (of course the core of the story remains
as it supposed to be!).

They are pleased that the walks are well accepted among the people. Therefore, they
develop walks further. You can follow them on the official webpage and on the
facebook Legende.

www.dlegende.com

ANITA ČEBULAR, Project Manager
Agencija Sotla, SLOVENIA
www.ra-sotla.si
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